
Date: October 2nd, 2022

Colby SGA Formal Meeting Minutes

*all minutes are paraphrased*

7:00 - Formal Meeting Begins
7:00 - Approval of Minutes from 9/25
7:01 - Attendance
7:03 - Introductions of SGA Liaisons: Gabe and Nischal

- Zaniah Brown, Alexandra Clayton, Sona Sahkyan, and Reagan Dennis
7:04 - Jon-Mark Olivier Introduction

- Director of Community Values, Conflict Resolution, and Restorative Practice, and a
member of the Dean of Students Leadership Team

- Has had prior SGA involvement as a student and a teacher
- Looking forward to supporting SGA in any way possible
- Will add office hours to SGA calendar (class presidents meet once every month with

him, Cat and Tiger meet once every week)
7:07 - Announcement of Working Groups and Committees: Alexandra

- See previous email for official announcement
- Nominate the non-SGA members for committees via Google From this week

- Make sure that nominees are willing to participate in this role before nomination
- Prepare for an email in the next week from chairs of working groups to discuss next

steps
7:10 - Working Group Motion Discussion

- Cat and Tiger: Outline the motion. Expectation that class senators join one working
group per semester

- Emily: Is this something that was not in the constitution in the first place?
- Alexandra: It is expected, but only outlined that class presidents join a working group

and a committee. We have placed senators in working groups in the past, this is just
constitutional precedent for that

- Vote: 16 Ayes, 0 Noes, 2 abstentions - motion passed!
7:18 - Medical Amnesty for Student-Athletes Motion

- Laney: Outline the motion. The current medical amnesty policy is a barrier for student
athletes to report sexual misconduct. This motion would allow for SGA to immediately
contact Athletics and ask for changes to be made in the Athlete Handbook

- Jackson: SAAC perspective: the Amnesty Policy and Title IX Policy are not necessarily
aligned in the new Athlete Handbook (updated last summer)

- Sareni: Possible risk areas: creating tension between SGA and Athletics
- Rory: In full support of this motion
- Cat: What was newly written in the Athlete Handbook?



- Tiger: Karlene has been working on medical amnesty for a while. It is very
coach-specific. Coaches want to be able to have varying levels of knowledge about their
teams and this makes things difficult

- Jon-Mark Olivier: Suggestion to remove the word medical. The larger issue that SGA
can actually influence is the coach-by-coach policy. Problem of enforcement lies only in
Athletics, so it would make sense for SGA to support implementation of the handbook
consistently (and create actual rules for coaches). Planning to meet with SAAC directly
after hearing about this from CER/other groups on campus. Notes that depending on the
coach relationship, the coaches may find out about intoxication from other sources
besides Conduct

- Cole: Is this in reference solely to alcohol or also other drugs?
- Jackson: largely easier to implement with alcohol
- Sophia: Provides some background on CER policies. CER has been trying to tackle the

medical amnesty policy for years. Thinks that the community would be safer if coaches
did not automatically find out about any CER policy. CER doesn’t get called to all SA’s so
this is a slightly different issue. Can invite CER to speak about this at the next formal
meeting

- Sarah: Why is this motion specifically Title IX related?
- Jackson: Because it is more focused on reporting due to fear and the lack of reporting

overall
- Laney: What if someone got transported the night before a game and was then removed

from the game by the coach? The Title IX report doesn’t involve that same risk because
you wouldn't know about it before the game started - it would take multiple days

- Cat: Good to take everything one step at a time. Nice to have a jumping off point
- Tiger: Meeting with Karlene that discussed this issue. Smart for this to be focused on

Title IX specifically. Everyone can agree that sexual misconduct is bad, so it might be
easier to speak with athletics on the small scale. Coaches should prioritize the wellbeing
of their team

- Laney: Tim Burton was discussing what he had heard overall. Hard to find exact names
of coaches that want all reports to come directly to them

- Jon-Mark Olivier: Reports won’t get to coaches over the weekend - would wait until at
least Monday

- Jackson: Instances do occur on weekdays though
- Alexandra: Spelling note: liaison is misspelled
- Jon-Mark Olivier: This is technically an amnesty policy only. Calling for help for medical

attention specifically is medical. Even if CER was called to a scene, this is still amnesty
only

- Tiger: Good intentions for this motion, but might not be ready to be put to a vote. We can
table this for a future vote

- Cat: Could also pass with specific changes/edits



- Bibatshu: Can we include CER on this? Can we pass this at the next meeting (not a
formal meeting)?

- Cat: Next week is fall break, we can invite CER
- Alexandra: We can also save CER for later (a more broad, future motion)
- Rory: Isn’t the larger issue prohibited intoxicants? Athletes will get in trouble for anything

in terms of substances
- Sophia: CER addresses this in terms of all substances
- Bibatshu: Would be beneficial to address all substances. Each team makes their own

rules about going dry/intoxication in general
- Julia: This motion is more of a SGA endorsement of the cause. Thinks that other motions

(perhaps including other groups) should come from this in the future but that this is a
good place to start

- Cat: Motion to outline edits (seconded)
- Christine: 3rd bullet point needs editing
- Laney: Delete medical amnesty and switch to regular amnesty. Switch alcohol to

substances
- Rory: Prohibited use might be better
- Laney: Alcohol misuse and illicit substances?
- Tiger: Spell check in general
- Edward: What if you only had a sip of alcohol but weren’t drunk. Is that not a violation at

all?
- Jon-Mark Olivier: Should say violations of Athletics-defined Alcohol and Drug Policy.
- Tiger: Federal regulations vs college regulations can be a slippery slope. Let Colby

policy speak forx itself
- Sarah: Strike the email above language
- Jackson: can bring final version in to discuss with Jon-Mark Olivier
- Ayes: 17, Noes: 0, Abstentions: 1. Motion is passed!
- Edit, clarify, resend to Sophia, Cat, and Tiger ASAP. Add to Motions folder in Drive

7:55 - Final Announcement from Cat
- Do the make-up Google From from Orientation if you missed it
- No meeting next week (Fall Break)

7:56 - Meeting Adjourned


